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About This Game
In this game you have to defeat just a single boss! Who knows though, perhaps it's not that simple?

Features:
Each achievement impacts you, your enemies and even your surroundings!
Increasing diffuculty
Gamepad support
Retro-style graphics and music
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Publisher:
TheDreik
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2018
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A real barebone Tower Defence game.
I bought it, because it was cheap and at first it was a lot of fun.
Till you learn, that the balancing is real bad. The game is only interesting the first few minutes.
You place your towers, and then you either have made it right, or you start new, because you have placed the wrong towers for
the first enemy wave.
If have have placed more towers, the game get boring soon. The enemies (even on the hardest difficulty) are killed on sight,
harder ones with lot of health survive longer, but they are slow and are dead before they even come close to your fortress.
A lot of towers are real bad, some are overpowered. The heavy gun with the machine gun update will wreck everything. The
AOE tower is mostly only good if enemies advance at circles around it.
The light gun has two different endforms, but the two are almost the same.
But the game is cheap, it is fun and this is why i recommend it.
With a better balancing of the towers, and way harder difficulty it would be a real good game.
. Doesn't actually unlock the weapons.. Pretty cool simulator. I am looking into shooting IPSC and this can help me practice.
Hope there will be manual slide release\/racking in the future tho.. The game is in 'Early Access', a way of saying 'We havent
actually made a game yet, but we would like your money all the same'. You \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ers better finish this
piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Polish this turd until it shines! Polish it until it shines with the light of one
thousand suns and then roll it in glitter 'till it sparkles like Garry!
Seriousely guys, making games is hard, I know because I had a crack at it myself for a few years and all I managed to make was
garbage. I sincerely hope you succeed where I failed. Work hard. And God Speed.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1587330113. I'd put this game in terms of gameplay Super
Hexagon. The easy levels are very completable, and the game is quite fun. It is definitely comparable to Super Hexagon(or the
Impossible Game, etc) in terms of difficulty once you are finished with easy. The difficulty curve gets steep and fast. But at
least until you get up to hard and extreme it's not unreasonably hard, just very unforgiving.
I also warn against long play sittings: the visuals can induce nausea if you are sensitive to strobe lights and flashing colours.
The music is electronic\/trance\/synth, so if you dislike that music style, I'd avoid this game. But it is good music, but I will note
that in playing the levels, the music gets incredibly repetitive quickly when it's the same 60 seconds of music for 8 levels(or
more if you have to go through a level multiple times).
I definitely recommend the game if it's on sale(as I purchased it). It's a pretty cheap game, and good future fun if you like to
climb the scoreboads and replay the endless levels.. Great Visual Novel by Crimson Night and published by Flying Interactive,
on steam. This Visual Novel was very short but very enjoyable with choices with 2 endings 1 being a bad ending and the other
being a good end. Another Visual Novel with easy achievements.. This a game of real patience. Loved the the levels are
designed. Feel really proud of Indie community :). Was a faithful recreation of the classic Master of Orion 1\/2. Now its a line
item in my library because:
1) The game hangs loading the map on any new game. Its impossible to actually launch a new game. Despite numerous reports
of this issue, no update since the last one that broke it in 2017 has been forthcoming. But they still sell it.
2) Gameplay gets a bit flat later in the game (when you can actually launch it). There is much less dimension to this game than
others out there.
If you own one of those others games, play it and pass on this buggy mess.
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Really wonderful game, I haven't finished it yet but so far i am loving the story, the controls are smooth, and the graphics\/arts
are lovely.. Hate fighting her so much.. Engaging puzzles, structured into bite sized pieces. Easy to jump into, with multiple
progression paths available, leading to satisfying brain teasers. Symbiotic audio provides a melodic reward as the player
progresses through each of the puzzles. The game doesn\u2019t attempt too much, instead executes well on the core gameplay
mechanics. Well worth checking out.
. Game crashes at various places on first interactive screen. Ladyoliveeyes posted the problem back in March so I assume
nothing is going to be done to correct this.. This is such a fun game! The puzzles can be a bit hard, but otherwise I loved it. I was
so excited to meet Sonny Joon!!! It was sorta dissapointing but he had those adorable weeb moments. >w< I would definitely
play it again, it was worth the money..!. I really like the game, it's like a portal 2D \/ Om, very simple and addictive. Also, I
really enjoyed minimalistic interface, you can start playing without reading any single word, so awesome, I hate long boring
tutorials.. Very nice visuals and fun gameplay. Not enough people playing it.
8\/10 for the game itself but 7\/10 because not many people playing.
GET THE GAME. Too easy, really. Some of the power-ups are completely unnecessary. It will take you 4-5 runs max to get all
achievements except one. That last one requires you to destroy 10 000 planes. That kind of grind is huge minus in my book.
There are far better shooters out there, so I can\u2019t recommend this one.. Didn't sustain my interest unfortunately. Its not
that bad.
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